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Abstract

GPS by itself is unsatisfactory as a sole means of navigation
for civil aviation users. ‘Receiver Autonomous Integrity
Monitoring’ @IIvl) has been propmed whereby a receiver
makes use of redundant satellite information to check the
integrity of the navigation solution. Two types of algorithms
can provide RAIM fimction: the currently used snapshot
methods only process the current measurements and the
sequential ones process all past and current measurements.
‘he principal limitation of snapshot RAIM is its availability.
Inde~ for a Non-Precision Approach (NPA) phase of
flight there are periods when the five satellites (with
sufficiently good geometry) nquired for fault detection are
not available; these periods sometimes last more than 10
minutes. As well, the fault detection and exclusion function
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Aviation requirements. As a solutioL an attempt could be
made to hybridim GPS with an Inertial Navigation System
(INS). Two solutions for hybridization are considered. The
simplest solution is to use the INS as a primary system of
navigation and to update it periodically with the GPS
solution. ‘Ihe GPS position must then be camsildlymonitored
by a sequentialalgorithmthat tests the least squares residuals
of the GPS solution. The integrity of the INS must then be
monitored by another algorithm. The other solution is to
hybridize more finely the two systems by using a bank of
Kahnan filters that take into account all the measurements
Iiom GPS satellites and INS. Then a sequential algorithm
will try to detect and isolate any faulty GPS channel or INS
sensor,

L System @onnance requirements

For the civil aviation applicatio~ major problems of the
existing systems consist in their lack of accuracy and
integrity and their vulnembility in presence of mukipath or
jamming. The Required Navigation Performance (RNP)
concept has been defined by the InternationalCivil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) to speci~ performances to be
respected by a universal civil navigation system. The
Proposed requtimk on continuity and integrity for
different phases of flight are given for the total system in
table (l). For RNP 0.5 to 0.3/125 the outer containment liiit
is twice the 95 VOaccuracy value and assumes a probability
of 10-5per hour that the aircraft will exceed the containment
limit.

~
0.3 NM 0.6 NM l-104/h 1-105 Ih
o.3NM/ 0.6 NM I l-104/h 1-10-5/h
125 ft I 250 ft

Table (l): Total system performance requirements for
approack landing and deparhm operations (see [ICA097]).



IL Laaely CoupledGPS/INS

An INS thathasnot been callhrated in flight by GPS has a
specification of 2NM/h (2dRMS) [ARINC 704-6]. It would
therefore not be capable to meet the NPA accurac
requirement during the integrity outage periods. On the oth~
hand calibration of INS with GPS dramatically increases its
performance; but the problem is that a soft GPS failure can
contaminate the integrated GPS/lNS solution before the
failure is detected. Because of this, if the GPS becomes
unavailable due to a ihihue that could not be isolat@ both
the INS and GPS would become unavailable. By using
sequentkd algorithms such as CUSUM (Cumulative SW
see [12,3,4,5]) rather than conventional snapshot methods to
check the integrity of GPS, a hybrid GPWINS receiver can
detect a S& bias range error of one of the satellites. If the
faulty GPS channel is isolated then it should be eliminated
tim the navigation solution, if the channel isolation step is
ftil@ lhen the integrity algorithm disable the INS updating
with GPS.

A. hybddiition scheme

We define the INS periodically calibrated by GPS as the
primary navigation system. Three tuning parameters can be
introduced :

AT. : period between calibrations of the INS under
normal condhions

kdibmua: delay to apply to the GPS solution before it can
be used for INS calibration

q~ : delay since the last calibration befo~ INS would
become unusable for the current phase of flight.
(when the position given by INS is outside the
Horizontal Protection Level or HPL)

It should be noted that AT= will essentially depend on
computing fmilities. Ideally, this parameter would be equal
to zero but INS calibration needs a lot of calculation.
Furthermore, the GPS solution must be delayed by @ti
before being used to calibrate INS. Indeed we have to be
sure that GPS based position and velocity are not infectedby
a failure before we can use them. Figure (1) shows how GPS
and INS information will be mixed in our hybridtion
scheme. Several instants and delays involved in this scheme
under the hypotheses of a failure are defined below.

TF& : instantof the ftiure
T~ : instantof the detection of the failure
Z-Q.- : delay for detection
T~: instantof the isolationof the fhulty satellite
z-- : delay for isolation

TkcdbraIlOn~ instantof the calibration of INS with delayed
GPS position and velocitybefbre the ftilme

T;;;tib : instantof the calibrationof INS with delayed
GPS position and velocity atler the failure

Tm : instantwhen INS solution errors would
become too large for being used for the
current phase of tight.
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tigum (1) hybridization scheme

Letussuppose tbatafailure occum at time TF& andis
detected at time T~ If the ftilure is also isolated i.e.
Tm- = T~ there is no need to disable the calibmtion
since GPS has already been reconfigured. If no~ INS
calibration will be dbled at time T~ until the faulty
satellite is isolated at time T~. ‘Ihm in order to be sure
that a new thilure will not appear, the next calibmdon can
only be made atter the nmessary delay -e.

figure (2) INS error position m case of a fhilum

1. Temporal considerations

1. In order to avoid contamination of the INS solution, the

GPS delayed solution used at time Tjdtiim to cdiimte the
INS must be taken before the instant faikue. This gives the

condtion T~.tijw – ~mti,on < TFti~ (1)

2. At the instant of detection T~ , INS calibration
must be disabled until the faulty satellite is isolated. l’hq
fier the necessary delay ?&’i_ , a new calibration can

take place: T&,.C,iw– AT= 5 T&i~b < Tkti,iw (2)



3. INS solution enors increase with time, so we shall
ensure that a new calibration happens before INS would
become unusable for the cumnt phase of flit. ‘Ibis gives

the condition: T&~MW< ~~s (4)

4. ‘Ihere are some obvious relations between the different
instantsand delays:

T TDekdion= Fcdlure + ‘Detection

Tlsulmial=T Failure + ‘Imknim

Tk+l
Caiibmlim= q-m + ~calibralion (5)

= TFd& i- ?,&im + Tuitib

TINS = T;di- - ‘Wibrolim + ‘INS

Using equations (2), (3) and (5J we can show tl@ to satisfi
inequalities (1) and (4), it is sufficient to have the following
ineqdties verified

r~iwan > ?kt=,,~ (6)

2rWm + ATC+ ~I&i~ – r~wti < ‘lMs(7)

As zjj is nemsarily positive, we can bound it by zero.
Hence, to @is&(7) it is sufficient to have

2rWi- + ATC+ Z,&b < ~lm (8)

2. Statistical consideration

Let us now suppose that Tme and r~ are gaussian
variables with means and variances

{

E(~~~ion) = ~.tecticm

{

JWT]s.oia/i.)= ~waiion
(9)

Va(tmwm) = C&tih var(~rtii. ) = ddb

‘lheq in accdance witi the normal dtibutio~ if we want
to satisfi (8) with a given probability PII,we shall choose

,Mi- = {r: P(z-mmb ~~)=1-P,, 1 (lo)

. ~btitti + a(pl I).~m&&

[{ }

a(p)= a:~*e;&=l–p (11)
where

[ =fixk?rJ-’(2p-l)

For RNP 0.3, integrity must be equal to 1–10-5 /h or
equivalently 1–2,78x104 /S, so P,) should be fixed to thii
value. This gives the value u(pll) = 5.43.

once W-is fix@ inequality (13) still must be verified
with a given probability p13.‘llwefore, the pdormance of
the INS must be good enough to have ihe following
inequalityverified:

r!~s > 2~c~ih~,~+ ATC+ { r : P(rffiti ~ r) = P13) (12)
> 2rcdi~ti + ATC+ T1&i~ + a(Pls )oitiim

By mplaeing ti~ with ~Dtiti~+ a(Pl 1)c~mM~ we

obtain the following requirement for qm :
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~IN~ > ATC+ 2T&t,di~+ 2a(p,, )Ufi,=tim
(13)

+ 7J~,~ + a(P13).a~tim

So as to ensure integrityof the GPS solution,p,3 should also
be fixed to 1–10-5h.

3. Geometrical consideration:

Delays for detection and isolation strongly vary depending
on the geome@’ of the GPS constellation and on which
satellite is faulty. So, at a each instang we must consider the
satellite failure which gives the greater mean detection
delays for detection and isolation. Let us introduce these
values:

—*
‘r:

—*
‘r:

cr”_ :

0“ :

worst ease mean detection delay fm a given

geometry (at a given instant)

worst ease mean isolation delay for a given

geometry

worst case standard deviation of the detection delay

for a given geometry

worst case standard deviation of the isolation delay

for a given geometry.

So, finally, we can define a minimum allowable value for
~m ( t,~ > ~~i~):

r~i~ = ATC+ 2F;,%,{W+ 2a(Pl ])~;tictim
(14)

+ F;titi + @13 )fl:.

It shall be noticed that the period of calibration AT. is
flexible and can be adjusted with the geometry.

4. Final requirement for INS performances

The aim of this paper is to define the minimal INS
pefiormances needed to aJways satis& the inequality

Z-,m> Z-.im. ‘l%en,as GPS constellation has a 24 hours-
periodicity, this hybridizadon scheme will fimction only if

q~ is larger than ?:i” = Sup{tmin(t)}.
24h

Of course, rm will strongly depend on the accuracy and on
the desired integrityof the GPS position and velocity that are
used fbr calibration.This will result on a compromise:

. On one hani the less the miniium detectable failm
magnitude is, the more accurate will be the solution, and as a
consequence the kager will be r~. Inti the accumcy of
the INS depends on its inkial state, namely the GPS solution
used for calibration. .

. On the other hand the less the minimum detectable

magnitude failure is, the greater will be r~in. Ind@ the
detection and isolationdelays are all the more larger that the
magnitude of the failure is small.



R Hypotlds forGPS

1. GPS regression model

The GPS navigation system follows the regression model
with additive changes in case of ftilure:

where if t is the cunent time and n the number of vidble

satellites, X,T is the user’s position and clock bias, ~T is
the user’s velocity and clock &i& PLti and PR~
am the nx1 vectors of the pseudo-range measurements and
estimates at time 4 P~ and PRRw& are the nx1
vector of the pseudo-range rate measurements and estimates

at time 4 G; and G,v are nx4 dtio~rne m~cm for

position and velocity, b; and b: am signal pwtwbadons

md finally, rf and r,’ are additive changes corresponding

to tbilure modes.

The least square miduals ~p and ~v are obtainedby

Hp = I - @’.(@’TG:)-’ .G/’T

YP . HP.fl

(16)
H; = Z– G;.(G/”TG;)-’.G;T

~v = H;.w;

The fault detection and the tilt detection and exclusion

algorithms will test ~p to veri& integrity of the GPS

position and TVto veri@ integrity of the GPS velocity.

2. GPS error model

GPS without Selective Availability or Wide Area DGPS
(WAAS or EGNOS):

In this mode~ the GPS range and range-rate measurements
are normally distributed

E(b;)=O, vuT(b:) = CJ”zzn

with up = 4m, 0 ~ranging unifbrmly from –lm to lm
~AV88], and d’= O.Olmh ~ON89].

As is described in ~TCA/DO-229], the following model is
applied to simulate Selective Availabili@

where (gm~(i) gm~(i)) k a second order Gauss-Markov
process with an auto-cmelation time of 118 seconds and
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standard deviations of D P = 23m for ranges and D v =

0.28m/s for range-mtes. t? is a random constant normally
distributed with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of
23 m.

C. Hypotheses fir INS

Following [ARINC 704-6], the INS have a specification of
2NM/h (2dRMS); but in this scheme, we are more
intmsted in the shoti term accmacy of the INS delivered
position. Figme (3) shows the growth of the 95% and the
99.9?? integrity limits fw a generic rnertial system. ‘Ihese
curves are best case and only take account of velocity error.
Furthemmrc, the curves start from zero whenxs in practice,
they will inherit the pmeision (and the integrity) of the last
GPS calibmtion.

Inedl# Me@ly Limits GrwIh
2.5

I
~ SS.S% Ertw~
+.._+ 9S%EM~

2 . RNP IUS .5 minu$a

8
1.5 .

/.
z
.s!

g, RNP 1:7. 6 mitias
/

0.5.

NP O % 13eseca Ids

200 400 m au

Semnda

figure (3): Inertial Integrity Limits Growth

Actually, all we need to know in this hybridtiion scheme is
rjm which is a function of the RNP. Let us consider the
curve representing the 99.9 YOerror growth. Within tie fimt
5 minutes, thk curves is almost linear and have a rate of
6.8m/s. Obviously, the GPS should give relatively accurate
position and velocily with very high integrity. For example,
if we want to limit the influence of the errors of the GPS
solution used for calibration to 2 0/0 for position, this give a
maximum allowable horizontal position error of 22m and a
maximum allowable velocity error of O.13m/y thii lead to a
vrdueof 155 seconds for VM. Then the Fault Detection and
Exclusion module will have to detect and isolate within 155
seconds any t%lurethat will cause such position or velocity
errors. In regards to the two GPS models (with and without
S.A.) and to their variance, it is likely that GPS needs to be
@e of S.A. to allow the loosely coupled GP!MNS to
fimtion. We shall note also thm because pf the error level
afkcting range measurements, a failure afkcting a range
measurement will be much harder to detect and isolate than
one afkcdng a range-rate measmrnent. So, fbcus is on the
detection and isolation of small bias affecting range
measurements (called range bias in $11-E).



/

1. CUSUM presentation

It is well known Ihat sequential algorithms show high
performances in detection of statistical chamcterMc
changes of non-stationary ~N93]. Based on hypothesis test
theory, these algorithms would make up the insufficiencyof
the existing snapshot methods used in GPS integrity
monitoring. In@ the sequential approach has two
advantages over the snapshot approach: the small deteetion
delay for a given false alarm rate in the case of faults with a
small magnitude-bnoise ratio and the essentially higher
efficiency in the fhult isolationstep.

For a known failure magnitude without a priori assumption
on the direction of the failure, the CuSum algoridun will test
each possible direcdon of the fidure I?EEE95, JGCMI.,If
there are n visible satellites, there will be 2xn possible
dhectkm because tie change umld be either positive or
negative for eaeh satellite. Hence, there are a total of 2xn+l
hypotheses:

hypothesis O: No fkilure
hypothesis 2xi –1 : Negative thiiure of satellite i
hypothesis 2xi: Positive failure of satellite i

For a given time of fhilure TF&. and a given failure
magnitude v on satellite IGthe log-likelihood ratio between
hypotheses and q ix

S,(p,q)= S,(p,o)-s,(do

[

(-l)pVY,(i) ;2 1 (18)

“b’o)=)=$. “’w 2“2

——

~=,x,_,m,x,

where p and q we elements of {1,... ~xn+l}, ~ is either

up or ~v, 27, is either lit or H! (dependiig on whether

we test position or velocity) and T = [vIx ~m is the

normalized magnitude.

Intuitively, one might say that at least one log-likelihood

‘io ‘1~’o) 1%(1,...,2.)
is positive if there is a failure and that

hypothesis p is eoneet if all of the log-likelihood ratio

s,(p,q~q*p between hypotheses and q arepositive. Inthe

case of a negative fhiiure (p=2xk), S, (2 x k,q~F,X~ will

obviously increase with time.

A recursive implementationof thii notion is deserii here:

So(PJo) = 0 IP=,,...,2”

{ I(-l)p7Y,(i) F2 +
S,(p,o) = S,(p,o)+ ——

“’m 2“2 p=’d-ior’ti
p=l,...,zn

S,(p>f.1)= W@)- s,(d) IP,%,,...,zn

The stopping time for detection and isolationare defined ax
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TIMectim
{

= rn$ j: max [s,(p,o)]> h&,W,ti
p=l, ....2n 1

Jtilm=~$~:o<~~~2n[s/b*)l>h&/ec/im} “9)T

where {X~ = max[x,O] and V, hmti and hf$~ m
tuningparameters.

Theoreticalresults [IEEE9S,JGCD96]:

● It shall be noticed here that y have a theoretical lower

bound y < eh— = h&ti,h > In(y) .(20)

● The mean &lay for detection of a faihue of magnitude
v on satellitek has an asymptotic value

h
~Lk&ctiOn ~ -

Dekdiml

—- ~x(k) ~21)

V2H,(k, k)
p@(k) =

2cr2
So the asymptotic worst ease mean deteetion delay is:

● The mean delay for isolationhas an asymptotic value

h
‘Isviaiim

Ixllalkm

h=- p(k)

p(k) = mh&&(k),pfi(k)) (23)

So the asymptoticworst ease mean isolationdelay is:

The threshold for detection h~ will be set to get a given

level yof fhlse alarm. so hm~ should be set to in(y). In
Civil Aviadon plication, a required level of fklse akmn is

T0.002 /h= 5.lU /s, then h&_ is set to 14.4.

Unfortunately, there is not simple theoretical result
concerning the threshold for deteetion h~. This tuning
parametershould be chosen m regards to practical results.
We have made simulation with h~ set to 14.4, and we
didn’t notice any tidse isolationamong 10000trials.

For an a priori known fdure magnitude v on satellite
number ~ this algorilhm is optimal only if parameter U is

@ to l~x~m. S0, because of the regression

mode~ the optimal value for V will vary fi-om satellite to
satellite and should be fwed in consequence. But in general
ease, the magnitude ftilure v is also unknown. To solve this
problem, an attempt could be made to use many CUSUM in
pamllel in order to cover a large nmge of magnitude
[~~in,~~m]. SO, the fault detection algorithm will ~



.-composed of L parallel CUSUM with parameter v,, Vz,...~~

ranging from V.ia to F~U.’Ihe choice of L and parameters

~ can be made so as to minimize the asymptotic delay of

detection:

{1
-1

L>~k lnti
vmu c–1

(C+ly
(25)

‘i = ‘reinC(c– 1)-’
I

c=(l–e)-~

where e is defined as the asymptotic efficiency of the
CUSUM (the more e is close to 1,the greaterL will be).

Extensive 24h-simulations for thilure magnitude v ranging
fimn 3do 8~have shown that optimal value for parameter
V ranges * 0.8 to 16 in regard to the mean detection
delay. For computational reas.mLwe decided to limit the
number of parallel CUSUM to five, the resulting parameters
ale VA=0.8, V-= 16, e= 0.9, L =5,

~ = 1.052; 2.028; 3.9,5.712, 14.456

IL SiInUiationsmults

The GPS Pseud-ranges used in these simulations are
generated by a GPS cmstellation simulator based on an
almanac file (GPS week 856). At this time, 25 satelliteswere
available. It shall be noticed that no reduced constellation
have been considered but only the one given by (he GPS
simulator. So, results presented here are just for illustration
p-of the theory developed in this article.

1. GPS alone with S.A.

The CUSUM algorithm is only optimal fbr detection of
change in gaussian variable with a priori known variance. So
because of the time-condated noise, the CUSUM algorithm
is not well adapted to the model of GPS with S.A. because
slowly va@g noise can be interpreted as bkis. But
simulations shows that if we artificially presume a huger
standard deviation than the actual one (50m rather than
33m), the CUSUM shows to be robust enough to detect
failure that snapshot could not detect. As a consequence, by
using sequential rdgorithm, the availability of the deteetion
fhnction can be brought to 100% (compared to 97V0for
snapshot RAIM). But because of the error level of this
model and of the limitation of the INS, GPS must be he of
S.A. before it can be used in this model (see II-C).

2. GPS alone without S.AL

In the following simulation results, the GPS model without
SA is assumed. When a curve is plotted as a fi.mctionof the
time of ftilure TFam, this one ranges tlom 1997-06-29OhOO
to 1997-06-30 OhOOwith a 2 minutes step. A Failure is
modeled as a bias introduced on tie genemted pseudoranges.
In many figures the term “trial” refer to a statistical
considemtion (a new noise bkis used at each trial).
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Distribution law of z--:

Figure (4) shows the evolution of the worst case mean

detection T_ and the asymptotic worst case mean

detection FL m fiUICtiOIIS of TF* for Mm

magnitudes v= 12m,

meandetectio ndskybrarmg sbhgoftz m

120. I=- simdated @us @l IIWs)
theuwcal asyl-n@Otic Wue

I

01 I
o 5 10 15 20

time d falua (hws)

figure (4): Pmctical and asymptoticalworst case mean
detectiondelay for a range bias of 20 m

As one can see in this figure, the two curves are very close
(same curves are optained fbr v = 16m,2@ 24m, 28m and
32m). We canconclude that the asymptotic worst case mean
detection delay is a good criteria concerning the ability of the
CUSUM algorithm to detect a ftilure with a given
magnitude.

It shall be noted here that the pie-value at time 1lh40 is
common to all magnitude t%ilure and corresponds to
“constellationhole” as-isshown in figure(5) “

Nunbsr@Wble sstdlites

“~

51
.

0 5 10 15 20
Ums(hcs@

figure (5): Number of visible satellitesupon 24h

In paragmph II-A-2, we made the assumption that the
variables r-wti and r~ were normally distributed. In
practice, thii is “half true” because these variables are
bounded by zeros. So, as we are more interested on the
greater values of T&ti,lm,the calculation of Cuk.,iwis based
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on the upper part of the h~ogram ( TmW,h 2 Tk,=tim .)
Figure (6) shows an empirical Probability Density Function
(PDF) of the worst case values of zjja obtained at time
TFdm = llh40 and for a hike magnitude ~12m. ‘I’his
curves is to be compared to the theoretical PDF of a
normally distributed variable with same mean and variance

(’~titec,km,~h.cfion ). Despite the fact that the theoretical is a
little bit shitled because of the asymmetric distribution of
TD-, the two curves are quite close and confirm the
assumptionthat rm- is normally distributed.

PrdxtMty Dsmily Ftmction tithe detsdion delsy (_12m, THlh40)
0.014

PDF Ofuw dstecoal delay (loom Ilws)
PDF ds nwmdiy dddbuted **e

I
0.012 .

0.01 -

2.

1!

O.m -
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@ o’- -

i
0.0C4 -

0.C02 .

0 50 100 150200250 m 350

0eted5m May (Secmds)

figure (6) Empirical and theoreticalPDF of the womt
case detection delay at time 1lh40

D@ribution law of r~:

F@ure(7) shows the evolution of the worst case mean

isolation i;fiim and the asymptotic worst case mean

isolation T~~,w as fictions of TFd& for failure

magnitudes v= 32 m.

w?fstceeemam ied*de5qbremIKPW of22m

5

-!
sbsllMed * (loo bids)
thsaakd asymptotic VdJe

L

34
10

time-d Mum (Inrs)

figure (7): Pmctical and asymptoticalworst case meao
isolation delay for a range bias of 32 m

Here again the empirical and the asymptotical curves are
very close (delay larger than 300s are not plotted). So, the
asymptotic worst case mean detection delay is a good
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criteria concerning the ability of the CUSUM algorithm to
isolate a failw with a given magnitude. Simulations show
that q- has, as for rD.C~ an asymmetric normal
distribution.

An important conclusion of these curves is that even if the
worst case failure can rdways be d- there are periods
when it can not be isolated even for a ftilme magnitude as
large as 32m. It shall be noted here that the asymptotic curve
does reflect well this phenomena

3. GPS with geostationary sateliiiea

By using GPS alone the detection fimction is always
available (more or less quickly), but there am periods when
the isolation tknction is. not available. To increase this
availability we can use one or more geostationary satellites.
Satellite Inmwsat AOR-E already deliver the mnging
fimction for Euridis system (preliminary version of Egnos),
and satelliteInmamatIOR will come soon.

The following figures show that a minimum of two
additional geostationary satellites is needed to obtain a
100% availabilityof the-ion functiom

mta=ym@*mmistiimMqtia~WdlM (w5th Igeo)

b’-JLA
thec4fdken@lrs)

@

figure (8) Asymptotical worst case mean isolationdelay
for a range bm of 12m and one geostationruysatellite

mt-e=vmd*_ieWmMwtia-M= 0f12m@15h29@

01
0 5 10 15 20

lime d Mlww (tifua)

5

figure (9): Asymptotical worst case mean isolationdelay
for a range bias of 12m and two geostationary satellites



4. Choice of the delay of calibration

It has been shown that the delay of calibration a-

should be greater than im,cc,ti + cr(pl, ).aka,ti (cf. $II-A-

2) whe~ a(pll) = 5.43 if p]] =1 – 10-5/h. ‘Ihe followrng
figures give the minimum allowable value for ~ as a
fimction of the time with and without additional
geostationary satellites.
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figure (10) 24 hours evolution of the delay of calibration.

5. Minimum allowable value for ajm

Following $11-A-4,the delay before INS become unusable

must be larger than r~im.

If we fbcpll andpl~to 1– 10-5/hand we suppose lhatztTc is
equal to zero (continuous calibration),we have

Figure (8) and (9) in SIX-E-2show that a minimum of two
additional geostationary satellitesare needed in order to have
reasonable value for the worst c3se isolation delay. ‘n%
assuming that pll and pfj cmmspond to 1 – 10-5/hand that
AT= is equal to zero (continuous calibration), figure (11)
gives the minimum allowable value for qA5 for fiiilure
magnitudes ranging tlom 12mto 32m.
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figure (11) minimum allowable value for qm
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In paragmph II-C, it has been shown that 155 seconds was a
reasonable value for Gm assuming an horizontal position
accuracy of 27 m. llwn, if GPS solution is calculated every
sands (lHz data rate) and if we fx AT, to 30 seconds, the
hybridization scheme will fiction with a minimum
detectable Wmv magnitude of 24 meters if two additional
geostationnary satellites or with a minimum detectable
fhilum magnitude of 20 meters if three additional
geotationnarysatellitesare available. In both case, as HDOP
is always close to one, the resulting horizontal position error
is alway smaller than 27 meters.

F. Conehuiontbrhoaely CoupledGPS/lNS

III.TightlyCoupledGPS}INS :

A HybridizationScheme

‘Ihe second stmtegyof integrity monitoring is based on the
tightly coupled GPS and INS. This means that a global
Kahnan filter is used to proms all the measurements tlom
GPS and INS together as what is done in AIIvIE [AIME97]
(see figure (12)). But unlike AIN@ the measurements of
GPS and INS are treated continuously together, hence, we
can expect a very efficient integrity monitoring and the
AIME is a very good applicationof this principle. But in this
scheme, mtber than Utio~ately, thm are some
difficulties in this case. First of all, we explain in brief these
difficulties.

accalammalere

Gyms

Baroaltimatar

‘+

GPS

Kfdman

filter

INWGPS

—

Fault

detection

isolation

and

\

axclusion

figure (12) Tightly coupled GPWINS

R Statespace models

It is well known that the coupled GPS/INS navigation
system can be reduced to the state-spocemodel. We consider
the state-spacemodel with adcMivechanges:

[

X,+l = @(t+ 1,1)X,+;,
(26)

T = H(t)x, + V, + rwo)

where ~ and v, are two independent zero mean Gaussian
white noises with covariance matrices Q(t) 20 and W(t) >0
respectively. The initial state X is a Gadssirm zero mean
vector with a covariance matrix PO> O.The matrices d! H,
Q, W,Z’.areknown. The ftits are modeled as the additional
pseudcmtnge biases

{

o
r(t,tO)s y t < ‘0 (27)

r(t–to) /yt2to

in the measurement equation where 10is the time of fhiiure.
The likelihood ftmction of this state-space model can be



computed by using the innovation sequence of the Kalman
filter. Hence, fm we have to transform the initial data (lj,z
1 into the innovation sequence (q), ~ 1 based upon the
nominal(without tiult) state-spacemodel (26):

{

.5, = y – I@,,,.,
(28)

,+1/,= @(~+ LOi,/,., + @(f+ l,l)K,S,x

where Kt is the Kahnan gain, ancl nex~ we have to
de.tedisolate a change in the innovation sequence (q),z ~. It
can be shown that the log-likelihood mtio between two
hypotheses 1andj may be expressed as below:

It shall be noted here that hypothesis 1 corresponds to a
fhilure on satellite i ( 1= 2xi or 1= 2xi +1, see $11-D-Ifw
details).

Let us assume now that the model (26) is time-invarian$ that
the Krdman filter corresponding to this model is stable and
moreover, that the steady-statehas been reached

limR, =R, ~~K, =K (30)
:+

where R, is a covariance matrix of the innovation of the
Kalman filter. The innovation sequence can be modeled as a
normal variable with diffknmt means before and atler the
failure:

{

N(O,R, ) “
&,●

N(q,(t,t,)>R,) j; 1; ’31)

where q, (t,tO) is the @namic projile of the innovation
sequence after fiudt number 1. Since the innovation before
and rollera tilt m model (3) is a Gaussian independent
sequencq the theory developed in [3,4] can be applied in this
case with some modiicationx we have to compute all
dynamic profiles for 1s to< t at every stage t. Unfortunately,
this leads to a number of arithmetical operations at time t

which grows to infinity with t. Tbe second diffhdty of thii

approach is the fiwt that the dynamic profiles q,(t,to)are

tlnctions of the unknown vectors r,(t,tO). Unlike in the
fmt hybridimtion scheme which uses a regression model f6r

GPS (cf. $11),the dynamic profiles ql(t,tO) ~ould h= be
known exactly. l’he~fore, it is too optimistic to recommend
a direct implementation of the algorithms developed in
~EE95, ACC95, JGCD96].TO solve the problem we
propose the following heunktic solution. First we split the
measurement processing in seveml parallel Kahnan filters
(see Figure (1l)). Hence, in every channel we process one
pseudo-range of GPS (or DGPS) and the measurement of
the INS together. If we have n visible satellites at the
moment then the detectiodkolatiotiexclusion scheme
includes n pamllel channels (see figure (13)).
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figure (13): Multi channelmeasurement GPS/INS
integritymonitoring.

C Simplifiedmodel

Let us consider the following simplified error model of the
vertical channel of the GPS/INS navigation system. The
vdcal channel of the GPS/INS is based on the following
sensordchannels : an accelerometer, a baro-akimeter, and n
GPS channels. ‘he plant equation in the continuous time is
given by

dz dv ~ dbZ _ a%s__
z=’’” z– “ dt ‘m”’ ~=m’

and the measurement equation is:

I

hb-o =Z+ob

Rp-a,l = -Uz,,z + Cs + 0, + Vr,,(t,to)

Rfw-a,n = -UZ,3Z+ Cs + co, + Vr,n(t,to)

where h&= h(baro)– h(acc), RF_~,j= R(GPS) – R(acc),

R, is the pseudorange tlom the ith satellite to the user (i =
1,...,n), s iS a user clock bk, C=3.10SMJS, Uzi = si@@, ~
k the e]evttion ~gle of the m -llite, @*,@, @~,@ ~
white noises such that ~b = 10thn, cr, = 4m,

a; = 2 x (10-3)2/3600 (m/s*)z x m/s, q= 10-2sec.

We assume thatthemare two types of faulfforeachofthe n
senscdchannel, namely

Stqx v,,,(t,to)= Crest for t2 to

ramp: v,j (t, to) = const.(t – to) fort210

D. Dwrete timemodel

The discrete time error model of the vertical channel of the
GPWINS is represented by the following equations



{

x,+,=@.x,+q
L = H.X, + w,+r(t,f,,l)

where X, = (z v, b= s)’, @s (1 + AI.F),

F=

0100

1 L

1 Ooc’
0010 -Uz, Ooc

,H= .’.::
0000 :..

[0 o 0 o) (-U*,. 00 c,

and Vt, Wt are Gaussian vector sequences:

( 000 0,

C“V(V)=K::’fLJ
(CT: o 0 0)

00:00
Cov(w) =

o 0(7;0

[ o 0 0 r+)

where At=ls.

~NCLUSION

It has been shown lhx at the location of the simulation
(Toulouse, France) and for the current GPS constellation(25
satellites), this hybridizadon scheme could fidtill the RNP
0.3 with the help of two additional geostationay satellites
(Inmamat AOR-E and IOR). This is VfiTy promising -

this approach does not need much hardware.and could be
quite easily adapted to existing equipment.

Of course, these simulations have been made on the
assumption that a wide area differentialGPS lie EGNOS or
WAAS is present. But dth”llgh these SyStelnS are phinned

in a near Mum to deliver the Integrity fiuwtion,they will not
be immunized against terrestrial jamming or spoofing.
Furthermore, they will not be able to detect local degradation
liie strong multipath. lbe fact that INS is by nature
immunized against external events and that sequential
algorithm can detect and isolate small tkilure make this
hybridization scheme worth developing.

Unliie the loosely coupled GPS-INS, the tightly coupled
GPS/INS does not require a minimum of six satellites with
good geometry to perform hence giving a much more higher
availability. The promising performances of the
hybrid~on scheme are still to be evaluated and this is the
aim of a fbture study.
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